Concurrent Central Retinal Artery and Vein Occlusion in a Pediatric Patient
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Abstract

Purpose: To describe a rare case of combined central retinal artery (CRAO) and vein occlusion (CRVO) in pediatric patient.

Case report: We report a case of mixed right eye CRAO and CRVO in a healthy young girl. A nine-year-old child presented with right eye sudden loss of vision. Upon presentation vision was counting finger at 1 feet. Afferent pupillary defect was positive. Fundus examination revealed pre-retinal and retinal hemorrhages in all 4 quadrants with pale retina and cherry red spot. All blood test results were normal except elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate and complement (C3, C4) level. Fluorescence angiogram revealed delayed arm to retina time, venous filling and large area of capillary fallout. Her right eye vision improved to 1/60 with intravenous steroids.

Conclusion: Combined CRAO and CRVO is possible in a healthy children. Thorough investigations should be done to sought the cause and hence proper management applied.
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Introduction

Combined central retinal artery (CRAO) and vein occlusion (CRVO) is a rare entity particularly in pediatric. Most of these patients have some detectable etiologic disorder. We are going to describe a case of concurrent central retinal artery and vein occlusion in a healthy paediatric patient.

Case Report

A nine-year-old girl presented to us with sudden onset painless reduced vision on her right eye (RE) for one month. There was no recent history of infection, trauma or systemic complaints. RE examination revealed a visual acuity of counting finger at 1 feet. Anterior segment showed RE relative afferent pupillary defect. There was no vitritis. Fundus examination of RE revealed pre-retinal and retinal hemorrhages in all 4 quadrants with pale retina and cherry red spot (Figure 1). The left eye was normal (Figure 2).

Systemic examination was normal. Several investigations including full blood count, liver function test, autoimmune markers (Anticardiolipin, Antinuclear and Rheumatoid factor), inborn error metabolism workout and thrombophilia screening were found to be within normal limits except elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate and complement (C3, C4) level. Fluorescence angiogram revealed delayed arm to retina time, delayed venous filling, presence of large and small vessels vasculitis and large area of capillary fallout at posterior pole and periphery. Her RE vision improved to 1/60 after intravenous steroid and pan-retinal photocoagulation.

Discussion

Combined central retinal artery and vein occlusion is a rare entity.
particular in pediatric age group. Usually those with retinal artery or vein occlusion may have unusual systemic or ocular associations such as trauma, sickle cell hemoglobinopathies, cardiac disorders, systemic lupus erythematosus, intravenous drug use, varicella infection, Fabry’s disease, neurofibromatosis type I and homocystinuria [1-6]. On average, the age of patients with retinal artery occlusion is 58.5 years [4]. It is estimated that the incidence of retinal arterial obstruction in patients under the age of 30 years has been less than 1 in 50,000 outpatients [4]. Axer-Siegel R et al reported the youngest arterial obstruction is that of a 40-day-old female neonate with shock and diffuse intravascular coagulation (DIC), who developed bilateral ophthalmic artery occlusion [7]. To date, the only reported case of combined central retinal artery and vein occlusion in pediatric age group is by Osman Saatci et al. [8]. They described a case of unilateral combined central retinal artery and vein occlusion in a fourteen-year-old boy associated with systemic non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. The diagnosis was confirmed with a supraclavicular lymph node biopsy. His vision upon presentation was no perception to light. According to authors, the occlusion was due to tumoral optic nerve involvement which was revealed on orbital magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). There are also few reported cases of idiopathic retinal artery occlusion in the pediatric age group [9-11].

All the reported cases were extensively investigated and had poor visual outcome. To our best knowledge, our case of nine-year-old girl is the first pediatric case of combined artery and vein occlusion in otherwise healthy child.

Conclusion

This case demonstrates that combined CRAO and CRVO is possible in a healthy children. Thorough investigations should be done to sought the cause and hence proper management applied.
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